Instructions for Proferred Papers:

1. Changes in the slot position are difficult. Please do not request for change.
2. Upload your presentations in the respective halls allotted between 10 am to 10:45 am
3. Time allotted for presentation is 5 minutes and discussion is 2 minutes

Day 1- 09/09/2017

Hall 1 (PP1- PP8)

In charge person to contact: Dr.S.Mrudula (9959333970)

PP01: STUDY OF CYTOMORPHOLOGY OF LUNG LESIONS – AN INSTITUTIONAL EXPERIENCE
Authors: Dr.M.P.Sreelekha, Dr.Sushma.Y, Dr.S.Sushil Kumar
Institute:MamathaMedical College, Khammam, Telangana.

PP02: COMPARATIVE STUDY OF AIR DRIED AND REHYDRATED CERVICAL PAP SMEARS V/S TRADITIONALLY ALCOHOL FIXED PAP SMEARS
Authors:Dr.Bharadwaz
Institute:Mamatha Medical College, Khammam, Telangana

PP03: Cytopathological Study Of Lymph Node Lesions – A Two Years Retrospective Study.
Authors: Dr.K.Lavanya
Institution: SVS Medical College, Mahabubnagar.

PP04: SPECTRUM OF LUNG LESIONS IN BRONCHIAL BRUSH CYTOLOGY-A 2 YEAR STUDY AT GOVERNMENT GENERAL AND CHEST HOSPITAL, HYDERABAD
Authors: Dr. Yogitha.N, Dr.A.SmithaReddy,Dr.B.Nithyananda,Dr.Durga.K, Dr. EzhilArasi.N
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad

PP05: ROLE OF FNAC IN DIAGNOSIS OF BREAST LESIONS
Authors: Dr RanaTarannum
Institute:Deccan College Of Medical Sciences

PP06: THE ROLE OF IMPRESSION CYTOLOGY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF MALIGNANT LESIONS OF OCULAR SURFACE
Authors: Dr. N.Divya, Dr. T. Kavitha, Dr. Chand Moula, Dr. N.EzhilArasi
Institute: Sarojini Devi Eye Hospital/OMC, Hyderabad

PP07: ROLE OF CD10 IN IMMUNOCHEMISTRY IN DIFFERENTIATING HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA FROM METASTATIC CARCINOMA OF LIVER IN FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY.
Authors: Dr. Divya Panda, Dr. M. Lavanya, Dr. J. Anunayi, Dr. ByramBheeshma, Dr. N. EzhilArasi
Institute: Osmania General Hospital, Hyderabad.

PP08: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF EFFICACY OF LEISHMAN-GEIMSA COCKTAIL OVER PAPANICOLAOU STAIN IN EXFOLIATIVE CERVICAL CYTOLOGY
Authors: Dr. Rajyalaxmi.K, Dr. Sunethri Padma, Dr. S.S.S.Quadri, Dr. O.ShravanKumar
Institute: Gandhi Medical College

Preferred Papers Time table for Day 1- 09/09/2017

Hall 2 (PP9-PP16)
In charge person to contact: Dr.B.Madhavi (9999775627)

PP09: ROLE OF FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION IN DIAGNOSIS OF SKIN AND SUPERFICIAL SOFT TISSUE LESIONS.
Authors: Dr. Swetha, Dr. Sunethri Padma, Dr. O. Shravan Kumar
Institute: Gandhi Medical College

PP10: CYTOLOGICAL STUDY OF LYMPH NODE ENLARGEMENT - ONE YEAR STUDY DONE AT CAIMS.
Authors: Dr. M. Rajanikar, Dr. Sumalatha, Dr. V. Sreenivas, Dr. Ravinder
Institute: Chalmeda Anand Rao Institute Of Medical Sciences.

PP11: A STUDY OF CORRELATION OF PLEURAL FLUID CYTOLOGY AND CELL BLOCK PREPARATION IN SUSPECTED MALIGNANT EFFUSIONS.
Authors: Dr. K. Vidya, Dr. Aruna, Dr. K. Raj Kumar, Dr. S. Sandhya Anil
Institute: Kakatiya Medical College, Warangal.

PP12: STUDY OF RBC HISTOGRAMS IN VARIOUS ANEMIAS
Authors: Dr. Shifa Maqsood
Institute: Prathima Institute Of Medical Sciences, Karimnagar

PP13: QUANTIFICATION OF SICKLE CELLS IN THE PERIPHERAL SMEAR AS A MARKER OF DISEASE SEVERITY
Authors: Dr. Nadia Jabeen, Dr. O. H. Radhika Krishna, Dr. K. Geetha, Dr. Chand Moula, Dr. Vani Padmaja, Dr. Ezhil Arasi
Institute: Niloufer Hospital, Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad
PP14: ACUTE LEUKEMIA PRESENTING WITH MUSCULOSKELETAL SYMPTOMS: A CASE SERIES
Authors: Dr. Swetha Kesaramu, Dr. Navatha Vangala, Dr. Shantveer G Uppin, Dr. Megha S Uppin, Dr. Tara Roshni Paul.
Institute: Nizam’s Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad

PP15: EVALUATION OF CAUSES OF DEFERRAL OF BLOOD DONORS IN BLOOD BANK– A STUDY OF 2 YEARS AT TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL BLOOD BANK
Authors: Dr. Bhimasani Harika, Dr. K. Padma Malini, Dr. Tamil Arasi, Dr. K. Sudha, Dr. O. Shravan Kumar
Institute: Gandhi Medical College, Secunderabad

PP16: A STUDY OF MEGAKARYOCYTE MORPHOLOGY IN BONE MARROW ASPIRATION SMEARS IN NON-NEOPLASTIC THROMBOCYTOPENIA
Authors: Dr. S. Sri Chandana, Dr. P.V. Ramana, Dr. Sunethri Padma, Dr. S. S. S. Quadri, Dr. O. Shravan Kumar
Institute: Gandhi Medical College, Secunderabad

Proferred Papers Time table for Day 1 - 09/09/2017

Hall 3 (PP17-PP23)
In charge person to contact: Dr. K. Vidya (9704699011)

PP17: HEMOSTATIC STUDIES IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE PROMYELOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
Authors: Dr. Neela Nirmala Jyothi, Dr. Monalisa Hui, Dr. Shantveer G Uppin, Dr. Megha S Uppin, Dr. Tara Roshni Paul, Dr. G Sadashivudu
Institute: Nizam’s Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad

PP18: PAROXYSMAL NOCTURNAL HAEMOGLOBINURIA (PNH)- DIAGNOSED BY FLOW CYTOMETRY- CASE SERIES FROM TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL
Authors: Dr. B. Bangaru Vennela, Dr. T. Roshni Paul, Dr. Shantveer G Uppin, Dr. Megha S Uppin, AVMR Narendra*, K K Radhika*, A. Parvathi
Institute: Nizam’s Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad.

PP19: STUDY OF PERVALENCE OF ANEMIA AND ITS CORRELATION WITH HEMATOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Authors: A. P. Archana, G. Surya Prakash
Institute: Department Of Laboratory Medicine, Guru Nanak Care Hospitals, Musheerabad

PP20: CORRELATION OF MORPHOLOGY AND CYTOCHEMISTRY WITH FLOWCYTOMETRIC ANALYSIS IN ACUTE LEUKAEMIAS.
Authors: K.Abhiram, T.Roshni Paul, Shantveer G Uppin, Megha S Uppin, G.Sadashivudu*, A. Parvathi
Institute: Department of Pathology, Department of Medical Oncology*, NIMS, Hyderabad

PP21: STUDY OF HEMATOLOGICAL PATTERNS OF ANEMIA IN GERIATRIC AGE GROUP.
Authors: Dr. Mohammed Abdul Nasar, Dr. M.G. Wajahath
Institute: Vijaya Diagnostic Centre, Hyderabad

PP22: CYTOPENIAS – “AN ARDUOUS TASK FOR CLINICIANS”
Authors: Dr.CH.Jyothi, Asst Prof, Dr. V.VijayaSreedhar,
Institute: Bhaskar Medical College, Moinabad

PP23: INTERPRETATION OF WBC SCATTERGRAM WITH Q-FLAG PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON SYSMEX-XN 1000.
Authors: Dr. Sai Kumar M, Dr. Neelaveni, Dr. Anunayi, Dr. EzhilArasi.N
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad

Proferred Papers Time table for Day 1- 09/09/2017

Hall 4 (PP24-PP30, PP 76)

Incharge person to contact : Dr.P.Lakshmi Manasa (9052242624)

PP24: STUDY OF CLINICO-HISTOPATHOLOGICAL CORRELATION OF SKIN LESIONS IN PRATHIMA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
Authors: Dr Sahithya.P, Dr S.Srikanth
Institute: Prathima Institute Of Medical Sciences, Karimnagar

PP25: SPECTRUM OF CUTANEOUS ADNEXAL LESIONS
Authors: Dr. SwathiChouty, Dr. K. Vidya, Dr. B. Rajashekar Reddy, Dr. V. Krishna Kumar
Institute: MediCiti Institute of Medical Sciences, Ghanpur, Medchal

PP26: DOWLING – DEGOS DISEASE: CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY
Authors: Dr. SyedaNaushaba Masood, Dr. M.Supriya, Dr Atiya Begum.
Institute: Deccan College of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad

PP27: NON-NEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF NASAL CAVITY AND PARA NASAL SINUSES : A HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY
Authors: Dr. N.Swapna, Dr.N.Neelaveni, Dr.K.Swarajya Kumara, Dr.N.EzhilArasi
Institute: ENT Hospital / Osmania medical college, Hyderabad

PP28: SPECTRUM OF LESIONS ON LUNG BIOPSIES DONE AT A TERTIARY CARE CENTER –A 2YR STUDY
Authors: Dr. NidaMehreen, Dr. SaiMallikarjun, Dr. Sreelakshmi, Dr.I.Sreelakshmi,
Dr. Triveni.B, Dr. EzhilArasi.N
Institute: MNJ Institute Of Oncology And Regional Cancer Center, Hyderabad

**PP29: HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF PLEURAL LESIONS**
Authors: Dr. Audi Thanmayi Naidu
Institute: SVS Medical College, Mahabubnagar

**PP30: P16INK4A AND KI67 EXPRESSION IN PAPILLOMA, DYSPLASIA AND SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA OF LARYNX**
Authors: Dr. Saleha Begum, Dr. Shrinivas B S, Dr. Devender Reddy K, Dr. N. EzhilArasi
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad

**PP76 : UNUSUAL PRESENTATIONS OF SOFT TISSUE SARCOMAS**
Authors: Neelima C, Meenakshi S, Swarnalata G
Institute: Apollo Hospitals, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad

---

**Proferred Papers Time table for Day 1- 09/09/2017**

**Hall 5 (PP31-PP37)**

Incharge : Dr B. Rajasekhar Reddy(9885107119), Dr Sachin(9394068000)

**PP31: LEVERAGE ON LIVER MALIGNANCIES – A 2 ½ YEAR STUDY AT A REGIONAL CANCER CENTRE.**
Authors: Dr. Maliha Afsar, Dr. Sai Mallikarjun, Dr. K. Sreelakshmi, Dr. Swarajya Kumari, Dr. Triveni Bhopal, Dr. N. EzhilArasi
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad

**PP32: A STUDY OF ALPHA METHYL ACYL CoA RACEMASE (AMACR) EXPRESSION IN GASTRIC BIOPSIES WITH HISTOPATHOLOGICAL CORRELATION**
Authors: Dr. Pavani Kommu, Dr. Saritha, Dr. S. Sandhya Anil
Institute: Kakatiya Medical College, Warangal

**PP33: IMMUNOEXPRESSION OF BETA CATENIN AND Ki 67 IN ORAL SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMAS**
Authors: Dr. Lalagiri Gnana Priyanka, Dr. Smitha, Dr. I. Sreelakshmi, Dr. Durga K, Dr. N. EzhilArasi
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad
PP34: A STUDY OF BCL2 EXPRESSION IN COLORECTAL CARCINOMAS WITH HISTOPATHOLOGICAL CORRELATION
Authors: Dr. Swarnalatha S, Dr. Imran, Dr. S. Sandhya Anil
Institute: Kakatiya Medical College, Warangal

PP35: A STUDY OF HISTOPATHOLOGICAL PROFILE OF LIVER IN PAEDIATRIC CHOLEDOCHAL CYSTS
Authors: Dr. T. Trilok Babu, Dr. O. H. Radhika Krishna, Dr. K. Geetha, Dr. G.J. Vani Padmaja, Dr. Ezhil Arasi
Institute: Niloufer Hospital/Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.

PP36: SIGNIFICANCE OF HISTOPATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS IN NEONATAL NECROTIZING ENTEROCOLITIS IN COMPARISON WITH CLINICAL GRADING
Authors: Dr. S. Nageshwar Rao, Dr. O. H. Radhika Krishna, Dr. K. Geetha, Dr. G.J. Vani Padmaja, Dr. Ezhil Arasi
Institute: Niloufer Hospital/Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.

PP37: ROLE OF DETECTION OF HELICOBACTER PYLORI IN CHOLECYSTECTOMY SPECIMENS BY USING GEMSIA STAIN
Authors: Dr. S. Sanjeev Kumar, Dr. T. Aruna, Dr. T. Ravinder,
Institute: Chalmeda Anand Rao Institute of Medical Sciences, Karimnagar

Preferred Papers Time table for Day 2 - 10/09/2017

Hall 1 (PP38-PP45)
In charge person: Dr. S. Mrudula (9959333970)

PP38: SPECTRUM OF HISTOPATHOLOGICAL PATTERN OF THYROID LESIONS – A 2 YEARS RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Authors: Dr. D. Amaravathi
Institute: SVS Medical College, Mahabubnagar

PP39: EXPRESSION OF CD56 AND p63 IN BENIGN AND MALIGNANT LESIONS OF THYROID
Authors: Dr. Jayavardhan D, Dr. Imran Ali, Dr. L. Aruna, Dr. S. Sandhya Anil
Institute: Kakatiya Medical College, Warangal

PP40: CYTOHISTOPATHOLOGICAL CORRELATION OF PAPILLARY CARCINOMA OF THYROID AND ITS VARIANTS- A TWO YEAR STUDY
Authors: Dr. Nameera Saleem, Dr. Guvera Vasireddy, Dr. Nithyananda, Dr. Naval Kishore, Dr. Ezhil Arasi N
Institute: Osmania medical college, Government ENT hospital.
PP41: A HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF NEOPLASTIC AND NON-NEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF TESTICULAR AND PARATESTICULAR TISSUES
Authors: Dr. D. Srinivas, Dr. Imran Ali, Dr. L. Aruna, Dr. S. Sandhya Anil
Institute: Kakatiya Medical College, Warangal

Authors: Dr. Swetha Raghувanshi
Institute: KIMS hospital, Hyderabad.

PP43: STUDY OF HISTOPATHOLOGICAL PATTERN OF ENDOMETRIUM IN ABNORMAL UTERINE BLEEDING IN PRATHIMA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
Authors: Dr. Aeshrat Bano, Dr. Srilatha, Dr. G Anandam
Institute: Prathima Institute of Medical Sciences

PP44: BACTERIAL PROFILE OF BLOOD STREAM INFECTIONS AND THEIR ANTIBIOTIC SPECTRUM AT TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL
Authors: Dr. A. K. Radhika, Dr. T. Laxmi Jyothi, Dr. Kiranmai S, Dr. Madhavi K, Dr. Rajive K Sureka, Dr. W. V. Vandana
Institute: MediCiti Institute of Medical Sciences, Ghanpur.

PP45: PREVALENCE OF UROPATHOGENS AND THEIR SUSCEPTIBILITY PATTERN TO COMMON ANTIMICROBIALS IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE
Authors: Dr. Jaya Banerjee, Dr. R. K. Sureka, Dr. T. L. Jyothi, Dr. K. Madhavi, Dr. S. Kiranmai, Dr. W. V. Vandana
Institute: MediCiti Institute Of Medical Sciences

Preferred Papers Time table for Day 2- 10/09/2017

Hall 2 (PP46-PP52)
Incharge person – Dr. B. Madhavi (9999775627)

PP46: A STUDY OF HISTOPATHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF ENDOMETRIAL SCRAPINGS IN POST MENOPAUSAL BLEEDING AND ITS CLINICAL CORRELATION
Authors: Dr. P. Aparna, Dr. Sushil Kumar Rao, Dr. Sushma Y
Institute: Mamata Medical College, Khammam

PP47: HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF ENDOMETRIUM IN ABNORMAL UTERINE BLEEDING
Authors: Dr. K. Kavya
Institute: SVS Medical College, Mahabubnagar,

PP48: TO STUDY THE ROLE OF PLACENTAL HISTOLOGY ALONG WITH VEGF EXPRESSION IN THE PLACENTAS FROM PIH CASES - 1 YEAR PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Authors: Dr. Juveria Maheen, Dr. Syeda Sumaiya, Dr. Sampurna Dr. Naval Kishore, Dr. Bheeshma, Dr. Ezhil Arasi N
Institute: Modern Government Maternity Hospital, Osmania Medical College.

PP49: CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL PROFILE OF SURFACE EPITHELIAL OVARIAN TUMORS.
Authors: Dr. Thirupathi T, Dr. Srilakshmi G, Dr. K. Swarajya Kumari, Dr. Ezhil Arasi N
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad

PP50: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF PLACENTAL VILLOUS CAPILLARY LESIONS IN ANAEMIC AND PIH PREGNANCIES IN A TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL.
Authors: Dr. Sumayya, Dr. Sumaiya Fatima, Dr. N Kalyani, Dr. Chand Maula, Dr. Bheeshma, Dr. Ezhil Arasi N
Institute: Modern Government Maternity Hospital, Osmania Medical College.

PP51: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF HISTOPATHOLOGICAL SPECTRUM OF TUBAL LESIONS AT A TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL – A ONE YEAR STUDY
Authors: Dr. S. Vandana, Dr. Syeda Sumaiya, Dr. K. Devender Reddy, Dr. Bheeshma, Dr. Ezhil Arasi N
Institute: Modern Government Maternity Hospital, Osmania Medical College.

PP52: P16INK4A EXPRESSION IN SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA OF CERVIX
Authors: Dr. P. Neelima, Dr. P. Vidyadhara, Dr. T. Ravinder
Institute: Chalmeda Anand Rao Institute of Medical Sciences, Karimnagar

Preferred Papers Time table for Day 2- 10/09/2017

Hall 3 (PP53-PP59)
Incharge: Dr. K. Vidya (9704699011) Dr. Shirin (9885667991)

PP53: A STUDY OF OVARIAN ADULT GRANULOSA CELL TUMOURS - AN OVERVIEW OF MORPHOLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR BEHAVIOUR.
Authors: Dr. G Nadeswari, Dr. Sumaiya Fatima, Dr. K. Swarajya Kumari, Dr. B. Bheeshma, Dr. Ezhil Arasi N
Institute: Modern Government Maternity Hospital, Osmania Medical College.

PP54: HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF NEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF BREAST – TWO YEARS RETROSPECTIVE STUDY.
Authors: Dr. V. Vinay Kumar
Institute: SVS Medical College, Mahabubnagar

PP55: CD 10 A NEW PROGNOSTIC STROMAL MARKER IN BREAST CARCINOMA
Authors: Dr. Y. Niharika Reddy, Dr. Shrinivas, Dr. K. Devender Reddy, Dr. Ezhil Arasi N
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.

PP56: A STUDY OF INCIDENCE OF COLUMNAR CELL LESIONS IN NEOPLASTIC AND NON-NEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF BREAST
Authors: Dr.Deepthi Kota, Dr.Sunethri Padma, Dr.P.V. Ramana, Dr.S.S.S. Quadri, Dr.O. Shravan Kumar
Institute: Gandhi Medical College, Secunderabad.

PP57: AN EXPRESSION OF P63 IN BENIGN AND MALIGNANT BREAST LESIONS - A ONE YEAR STUDY
Authors: Dr.G. Rangaswamy, Dr.Lokesh Rao Magar, Dr.S. Sandhya
Institute: Kakatiya Medical College, Warangal,

PP58: EXPRESSION OF E-CADHERIN AND ITS ROLE IN PROGNOSIS OF BREAST CARCINOMAS
Authors: Dr.Yamuna Devi R, Dr. T. Sundari Devi, Dr. K. Bhamaramba, Dr. O. Shravan Kumar
Institute: Gandhi Medical College, Secunderabad.

PP59: EVALUATION OF STROMAL TUMOUR INFILTRATING LYMPHOCYTES IN MOLECULAR SUBTYPES OF BREAST CARCINOMA
Authors: Dr.SmitaNayak, Dr.Swarnalata G.
Institute: Apollo Hospital, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad.

Proferred Papers Time table for Day 2 - 10/09/2017

Hall 4 (PP60-PP67)

Incharge: Dr.P.Lakshmi Manasa (9052242624)

PP60: HISTOMORPHOLOGICAL PATTERNS OF MENINGIOMAS IN PRATHIMA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
Authors: Dr.V. Sahitya
Institute: Prathima Institute of Medical Sciences.

PP61: CLINICO-PATHOLOGICAL AND IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC SPECTRUM OF PRIMARY CNS LYMPHOMAS (PCNSLS) IN THE IMMUNOCOMPETENT-EXPERIENCE OF A TERTIARY HOSPITAL
Authors: Dr. Pooja .C, Dr. Milap Shah, Dr.AnandBalasubramanian, Dr.B.J.Rajesh
Institute: Yashoda Hospitals, Secunderabad

PP62: INTRA OPERATIVE SQUASH CYTOLOGY WITH HISTOPATHOLOGICAL CORRELATION OF 40 CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CASES
Authors: Dr. Ramya B.V, Dr. Anita AM, Dr. Anuradha G Patil, Dr. Shashank Ramdurg
Institute: M.R. Medical College, Kalaburagi, Karnataka

PP63: HORMONAL RECEPTOR (ER, PR) EXPRESSION IN MENINGIOMAS
Authors: Dr. Namdev.V, Dr. ZahedaKausar, Dr. Devender Reddy. K, Dr. EzhilArasi. N
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.

PP64: SPECTRUM OF SPINAL CORD NEOPLASMS: A 2 YEARS STUDY
Authors: Dr. Prerna Chawla, Dr. N. SriVani, Dr. Shyamala Srujana, Dr. O. Shravan Kumar
Institute: Gandhi Medical College, Secunderabad

PP65: METASTATIC DEPOSITS IN BRAIN - CLINICAL, HISTOLOGICAL AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL CORRELATION
Authors: Dr. Swathi, Dr. I. Sreelakshmi, Dr. Guvera, Dr. N. EzhilArasi
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.

Authors: Dr. V. Meghna, Dr. Sailaja Madigubba, Dr. Sita Jayakalakshmi, Dr. Manas Kumar Panigrahi
Institute: KIMS hospital

PP67: Ki 67 IMMUNOEXPRESSION IN GLIOMAS AS A PROGNOSTIC INDICATOR AND ITS RELATION WITH HISTOLOGICAL GRADE AND FOLLOW UP – A CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL PROSPECTIVE 2 YEARS STUDY
Authors: Dr. Vikas Reddy Byreddy, Dr. P. Naga Kalyan, Dr. I. Srilakshmi, Dr. EzhilArasi. N
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.

Preferred Papers Time table for Day 2- 10/09/2017

Hall 5 (PP68-PP75)
Incharge: Dr B. Rajasekhar Reddy (9885107119), Dr Sachin (9394068000)

PP68: TWO YEARS PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF CORENEEDLE BIOPSY ON BONE LESIONS.
Authors: Dr. Sandhya Bangaru, Dr. Shakira Anjum Quadri, Dr. B. S Nithyananda, Dr. K. Durga, Dr. EzhilArasi. N
Institute: MNJ Cancer Institute/Osmania Medical College/Hyderabad.

PP69: PRIMARY EXTRASKELETAL EWINGS SARCOMA / PRIMITIVE NEUROECTODERMAL TUMOR - 2YEARS STUDY
Authors: Dr. T. Sri Priya, Dr. Sai Mallikarjun, Dr. Sreelakshmi, Dr. Naval Kishore, Dr. Triveni.B, Dr. EzhilArasi. N
Institute: MNJ Institute Of Oncology And Regional Cancer Center, Osmania Medical College,

PP70: FIBRO-OSEOUS LESIONS OF HEAD & NECK – A HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY.
Authors: Dr. Kurapati Samatha, Dr. Neelaveni, Dr. K. Swarajya Kumari, Dr. EzhilArasi N
Institute: ENT Hospital, Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.
PP71: MULTIPLE PRIMARY MALIGNANCIES – SYNCHRONOUS V/S METACHRONOUS- EXPERIENCE AT MNJIO & RCC.
Authors: Dr. Swathi.S, Dr. SaiMallikarjun, Dr. Sreelakshmi, Dr. Anunayi, Dr. Triveni.B, Dr. EzhilArasi.N
Institute: MNJIO & RCC, Osmania Medical College

PP72: APPLICATION OF IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY IN THE EVALUATION OF SMALL ROUND CELL TUMOURS
Authors: Dr. Syed Mohammed Atif, Dr. Prathima, Dr. B.S. Nithyananda, Dr. Triveni.B, Dr. EzhilArasi.N
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.

PP73: CLINICO-CYTOMORPHOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CERVICAL LYMPHADENOPATHY SUPPLEMENTED BY CELL BLOCK STUDY
Authors: Dr. Dinesh.K, Dr. Y. Sushma, Dr. Susheel Kumar Rao
Institute: Mamatha Medical College

PP74: SPECTRUM OF MALIGNANCIES IN HIV PATIENTS IN INDIAN POPULATION - 2 YEARS ANALYSIS AT REGIONAL CANCER CENTRE.
Authors: Dr. Iqra, Dr. SaiMallikarjun, Dr. Sreelakshmi, Dr. Triveni.B, Dr. EzhilArasi.N
Institute: MNJIO & RCC, Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.

PP75: METASTATIC DEPOSITS IN SUPERFICIAL PALPABLE LYMPH NODES- EXPERIENCE AT TERTIARY HEALTH CARE CENTRE A 2 YEAR STUDY
Authors: Dr. A. Pranitha, Dr. Prathima, Dr. J. Anunayi, Dr. Ezhil.N. Arasi
Institute: Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.